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Recently Accomplished
(And Recommended to Colleagues)

• Uniform medical critical actions training
  – “MARCH” replaced “ABCD”
  – Starts in New Agent Training
  – Applied to EMT operations

• Standardized basic equipment
  – Hemostasis
  – Airway
  – “I-FAK”
  – Tactical EMT Rucksack

• Problem Based Training
  – Tactical EMT-Bs and Ps
Works In Progress

• System Wide Field Spine Clearance (by EMT-B)
• TBI Awareness (operators)/Protocols (EMOPRs)
• CBRN Immediate Medical Actions
The Future Is Coming
This Isn’t It.
This is.
Future Projects

• Improve Liaison
  – FBI SWAT vs. EMS System
  – Routine AND Special Events
  – Common training

• Further Expand Scenario Training

• “Simplified ALS Suite”
Doing All of It With Less:
LE EMS+Civilian EMS

Hemostasis:

• Are receiving EMS agencies and EDs prepared to properly receive a patient w/ a TQ?

• Do we in recognize “the speedy lethality of uncontrolled bleeding” when it occurs in this other settings?

• Can we collect data clarifying outcomes in the civilian sector?
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“I’m on a boat.”

“In Custody.”